Changers – Health Equity by Changing the Healthcare System

THE FIRST DANISH
CONFERENCE ON THE
UN WORLD GOALS (SDG)
AS A CHANGER FOR
HEALTH
Come and join us.
Together we are Changers.
VENUE
Date
November 16th 2022, 09.00 – 16.00

Registration
www.changers.dk

Location
Comwell Køge Strand, Strandvejen 111,
4600 Køge

News & updates
www.lifescienceinnohub.dk

INVITATION
It is with great pleasure that we invite you to the Changers
conference - Denmark’s first conference on World Goals as a
driver for change in the healthcare system. Nykøbing Falster
Hospital is about to launch as a SDG hospital – this makes
us a first mover in Denmark. However, what does it mean
to be an SDG hospital? How do you get there and what is
the wished outcome? We are still looking for answers and
solutions – no one has done it before, and we would like this
to be a joint journey, we commence with many others – from
the public and private sectors.
In Lolland, Falster and South Zealand we are currently
experiencing the beginning of a so-called “perfect storm”:
Many people in this part of the country are in poor health.
There are many with chronic diseases. There are many who
suffer from several diseases at once. There are many who
are obese. There are many who smoke. We could go on. At
the same time, we lack nurses and doctors. There are great
distances from people’s homes to the treatment services,
they need. There is a shortage of doctors, who want to run a
private practice in the area. Again, we could go on. In other
words, our healthcare system is the bumble bee that must fly.
Not just a short trip – but the long, tough haul. We need you come and join us!

PROGRAM
08.30 – 09.25

Conference café opens – arrival, registration
and breakfast with local products

09.25 – 09.30

Soft start

09.30 – 09.45

Welcome and opening of the conference
Heino Knudsen
Regional Council Chairman, Region Zealand

09.45 – 09.50

Today’s program
Ricco Dyhr
CEO, Nykøbing Falster Hospital

SDG 10 – Reduced inequality
09.50 – 10.20

PreCare as a driver for greater health equity
in Region Zealand
Henrik Ancher Sørensen
Chief physician and Head of Research and
Innovation, Data and Development Support,
Region Zealand

10.20 – 11.05

Nordic driver for Sustainable Health
Bogi Eliasen
Director of Health, Copenhagen Institute for
Future Studies

11.05 – 11.30

Coffee & bio break

11.30 – 12.15

How can human rights and the SDGs contribute
to a Danish hospital?
Morten Kjaerum
Director, Raoul Wallenberg Institute of Human
Rights and Humanitarian Law, Lund

12.15 – 13.15

Lunch and Innohub

13.35 – 14.15

Ensuring long-lasting impact with the SDGs
as a strategic framework
Majbritt Skov
Partner, Chief Economist, Head of Deloitte
Economics
Followed by Q&A with Ricco Dyhr, CEO,
Nykøbing Falster Hospital

SDG 3 – Good Health and well-being
13.15 – 13.35

Beyond targets and wishful thinking – a
perspective on what drives sustainable
transformations
Christian Romer Vingtoft
Senior Partner, Head of Energy, Climate and
Sustainability, Implement

14.15 – 14.45

Coffee & bio break

SDG 17 – Partnerships for the goals
14.45 – 15.05

We must dare to think sustainability, when
we solve global health challenges
Martin Vesterby, MD og PhD
Health Tech Adoption Partner, Health Tech
Hub Copenhagen

15.05 – 15.25

How Israel uses partnerships for action and
development of the periphery as an engine
of change in the healthcare system
Louise Vibjerg Thomsen
Senior Innovation Officer, Innovation Center
Denmark, Tel Aviv, Israel

15.25 – 15.45

Harnessing innovation districts model to
advance health equality in the desert of Israel
Shachar Hefetz
Innovation Center Manager at Soroka Medical
Center, Israel

15.45 – 16.00

Partnerships for the future & closing remarks
Mette-Marie Harild, Chairperson, the
Foundation Fiers and Ricco Dyhr, CEO,
Nykøbing Falster Hospital

16.00 – 17.00

Snacks, drinks & networking

The conference will be held in both Danish and English.

OUR SPEAKERS
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Heino Knudsen

Ricco Dyhr

Regional Council Chairman, Region Zealand

CEO, Nykøbing Falster Hospital

Heino Knudsen is Chairman of the Regional Council

Since 2016, Ricco Dyhr has been at the head of

in Region Zealand. With 12 new citizen pledges, the

Denmark’s smallest emergency hospital in Nykøbing

Council is working to make Region Zealand healthier,

Falster, which at the same time is the hospital in

greener and more equal. Heino and the Regional

Denmark that is dealing with some of the biggest

Council work together to bring the citizens’ reality

health challenges with an increasing number of

straight to the center of the organization and for

elderly and chronic patients, demographic and

everyone to be part of the community in the region.

massive recruitment challenges. Ricco Dyhr’s

An important element in this work is not to take

innovative approach to this has throughout the years

the established framework for given, but also to

been a commitment to new solutions and innovation

dare to challenge the system from within – citizens,
employees, politicians. We all have to question the

through collaborations to promote better health
care. Most recently with an innovation collaboration

present and the way we do things. Not to change

with one of the world’s 10 best hospitals in Israel on

things for the sake of change, but to create new

“remote care” and greater equality in health care.

modern and safe solutions for our citizens.

www.regionsjaelland.dk/sundhed/geo/

www.regionsjaelland.dk

nykoebingfsygehus

Henrik Ancher Sørensen

Bogi Eliasen

Chief physician and Head of Research and Innovation,

Director of Health

Data and Development Support, Region Zealand

Copenhagen Institute for Future Studies

PreCare as a driver for greater health equity in Region

Nordic driver for Sustainable Health

Zealand

There is an urgent need for change in health that will

The world is changing, and in healthcare, we must

shift the balance from reactive and costly sick care

change with it! It requires a new look at how we run

towards proactive, sustainable, and preventive care.

healthcare in Denmark. Health challenges are also

This is not only a question for the Nordics, but also

social, demographic, economic and cultural challenges
– and patients meet the system with different demands
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beyond. What is the foundation for the much-needed
transition to a genuinely preventive healthcare

and expectations than they did 20 years ago. At

system? How can the Nordics with their strengths in

the same time, we have a lack of resources in the

life sciences be a leader in building a preventive and

healthcare system and an urgent need to do things

sustainable healthcare system?

in a new way. PreCare is an example of treatment,

www.cifs.dk

involvement and empowerment of patients in their own
homes. The best thing for both patients and hospitals is
if the patients are not hospitalized at all!

Christian Romer Vingtoft

www.regionsjaelland.dk/omregionen/Organisation/

Senior Partner, Head of Energy, Climate and

oevrigeafdelingerogenheder/Data-og-

Sustainability, Implement

Udviklingsstoette

Beyond targets and wishful thinking – a perspective
on what drives sustainable transformations
Morten Kjaerum

The chance of a change strategy actually being

Director, Raoul Wallenberg Institute of Human

implemented is less than a third. Poor follow-

Rights and Humanitarian Law, Lund

through, lack of organizational backing, absence of
clear leadership commitment, unclear KPIs and low

How can human rights and the SDGs contribute to a

stakeholder involvement are just some of the reasons

Danish hospital?

why good intensions often are not realized. In itself

Human rights and the SDGs are global, but how are
they connected, and do they have something to
Scan Me
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annoying, and when it comes to SDGs, potentially
disastrous. So, what does it take to avoid the so-

contribute to the Danish healthcare system? Based

called execution trap – and how can we increase the

on his experience from working with human rights

chances of realizing our SDG ambitions?

cities and including the healthcare system, he will

www.implementconsultinggroup.com/communities-

give some suggestions on how the right to health

of-passion/energy-and-climate/

can be strengthened also locally.
www.rwi.lu.se

Majbritt Skov

Martin Vesterby, MD og PhD

Partner, Chief Economist, Head of Deloitte

Health Tech Adoption Partner, Health Tech Hub

Economics

Copenhagen

Ensuring long-lasting impact with the SDGs as a

We must dare to think sustainability when we solve

strategic framework

global health challenges

The health care sector plays a tremendous role

The global goals are an engine of change and a

in society. Access to high-quality health care is

mediator for more health throughout the world. Can

fundamental for our physical and mental wellbeing.

you help many and at the same time capitalize on the

However, these years the health care sector undergoes

UN’s Global Goals?

a historical transformation caused by the dominant
megatrends like the demographic and technological
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At Health Tech Hub Copenhagen, Martin works with
adoption by forming a bridge between the health

development. Using Nykøbing Falster Hospital as

sector and the digital solutions that are validated,

a case this session explains how management can

usable and that bring value to the patients, society and

navigate in uncertain times and achieve maximum

the company behind them.

impact of the scarce resources by using the SDGs as

www.healthtechhub.org

a point of departure for strategic decision-making
processes.
www2.deloitte.com/dk/da/pages/finance/articles/

Shachar Hefetz

deloitte-economics.html

Innovation Center Manager at Soroka Medical
Center, Israel

Louise Vibjerg Thomsen

Harnessing Innovation districts model to advance

Senior Innovation Officer, Innovation Center

health equality in the desert of Israel

Denmark, Tel Aviv, Israel

Soroka Medical Center, is part of Clalit Group, the
largest HMO in Israel. It serves as a tertiary medical

How Israel uses partnerships for action and

center and provides services to more than one

development of the periphery as an engine of change

million residents of the Negev region, who, in some

in the healthcare system

cases live 200 km away. Soroka provides healthcare

Israel is known to run one of the world’s most effective

services for a diverse population where 30% are

healthcare sectors, having set itself the goal of securing

Bedouins who are not always fluent in Hebrew.

the health and well-being of the future with the help

Addressing remote care needs, population diversity

of innovation. By 2021, the country raised more
private capital and hatched more unicorns per capita
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and specific environment related health conditions
derived from desert characteristics is being pushed

than any other country in the world and more than

by participating in new models of inclusive growth

several large European countries combined. The Israeli

like the innovation district that is being established

innovation ecosystem uses new forms of innovation

in the city.

partnerships, nationally and internationally, as well as

www.hospitals.clalit.co.il/soroka/en

the development of the periphery, as important tools in
the fight to secure the healthcare system of the future.
But how?
www.israel.um.dk/en/innovation-centre

Mette-Marie Harild
Chairperson, the Foundation FiERS – Life Science
Innovation in Region Zealand
After a long management career in the Pharma
and Medtech industry, Mette-Marie Harild is now a
professional board member of Neurescue, Occlutech
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Q-life and Ossiform (as chairperson). For the past
year and a half, Mette-Marie Harild has also been
the chairperson of FIERS with a keen eye on publicprivate partnerships and innovation projects, all of
which aim to create better equality in health.
www.fiers.dk

More information & questions:
Innovation consultant Anne Krogh
Tlf: +45 30121539,
E-mail: akak@regionsjaelland.dk
www.fiers.dk

